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Because of the importance of assessing teaching effectiveness based on reliable and valid instruments, a study was conducted to identify dimensions of pharmacy teaching. Sources of rating error which were the object of the study are summarized together with examples of error-reducing approaches. The importance of reduction of error in processes which contribute to periodic performance reviews and the promotion and tenure process is stressed.

INTRODUCTION

However teaching is valued in the cultures within colleges of pharmacy, it is necessary for peers and administrators to make judgments about the effectiveness of teaching. These judgments affect the outcomes of annual performance reviews as well as of the promotion and tenure process. More importantly, if instructors are to have confidence in instructional performance rating systems and expect to improve their teaching, they must have confidence in the faculty evaluation process. The consequences of any type of error may contribute to errors in normative interpretation; levels of student maturation, levels of education, elective vs. core requirements, and instructional variables(4). Rating scale norms should be developed for several norm groups to make comparisons more meaningful, e.g., elective/core, educational level, department, lecture/laboratory, practicum, college and university-wide. The consequences of any type of error may be more pervasive than interpretations of single ratings. Negative experiences with rating systems may serve to reduce confidence in the faculty evaluation process, discouraging both faculty and administrators.

SOURCES OF RATING ERROR

Error in Instrument Content

Most rating instruments developed for student evaluation of instruction are based on classroom teaching. It is possible that teaching in the laboratory or in the practice environment is often unrated. Moreover, dimensions of classroom teaching behavior, and specific rating items within those dimensions, may have been inappropriately applied to evaluation of teaching in other settings. Without a logical linkage between classroom teaching behaviors and those used in other environments, it can not be assumed that the lecture rating instruments are generalizable. Where the teaching dimensions differ, separate rating scales for each pharmacy teaching environment; classroom lecture, laboratory and practicum, are called for. For dimensions of teaching which are similar across teaching environments, common scales may be used, as previously reported(1). A summary of scales for teaching in three settings is shown in Table I. For example, because studies have shown that instructors in science courses receive lower ratings than those teaching applied life studies and education, the mean-...
Error in Instrument Reliability

When multiple items appear in traditional, numerically-anchored rating instruments, those items of similar, or related meaning which are summated or averaged as scales to measure performance dimensions should show highly intercorrelated student ratings. Estimates of internal consistency should be reported to instrument users to demonstrate the reliability of such multi-item scales. In addition, the use of rating instruments should show stability across subsequent administrations. Test-retest reliability data permit additional assurances of instrument quality when the traits or behaviors measured are known to remain stable over time. Student ratings for scales should also be shown to correlate highly with those purporting to measure the same dimensions of performance in similar well-established instruments of high reliability and validity. This kind of parallel forms reliability estimate is related to the concept of establishing concurrent validity of the meaning of scores obtained using similar scales. Confidence in the meaning of ratings can be enhanced by development of scales (clusters of related rating items) based on validated dimensions of teaching performance.

Mixed Purposes of Evaluation

Instructors inherently seek self-improvement and utilize evaluation methods to obtain feedback about the effectiveness of innovations or other adjustments in their instruction. This formative approach may or may not be prompted by colleague mentors or department administrators. Independent of the initiative, such self-evaluation is a sensitive and personal process, requiring that instructors have freedom to select and interpret the “results” of such mid- or end-of-course measurements. Instructors also participate cooperatively in institutionally-required evaluations which are summative in nature and used for periodic departmental performance reviews or for making promotion and tenure decisions. If summative and formative data are mixed by administrators and both are considered on a summative basis in personnel decisions, errors in rating occur because of the inappropriate, confounding use of personal formative data, perhaps lowering total performance ratings.

Instructional rating systems should provide for both purposes: a fixed set of items and scales for summative evaluation, and a set of instructor-selected items for the purpose of personal introspection in formative evaluation.

Inconsistent Methods of Instrument Administration

Numerous administrative practices contribute to faulty student ratings of instruction and to lack of confidence in the data collected. Such practices include lack of standardization of administration time, e.g., collecting ratings too early in the term, too near the final examination period, without sufficient time for instrument completion, and administration at different times in the term for each instructor. Because errors in rating may also be attributed to lack of stated purpose of the evaluation process, formative vs. summative purposes should be explained to raters and ratees, indicating what specific use is to be made of the data and by whom. If instruments are introduced and distributed by instructors and completion is supervised in their presence, questions of inappropriate influence may occur. Student administration of rating instruments has been recommended as a remedy to inappropriate instructor influences. Finally, errors of measurement have occurred because instruments have not been collected in a systematic, secure manner. Students have been reported to collaborate in the rating activity after leaving the classroom and before turning in the instrument to a designated student representative. When completion of the rating is not accomplished in a standardized classroom situation, accuracy is also compromised because of lack of representativeness when only a portion of students complete and turn in the ratings. A final threat to the integrity of ratings occurs when multiple course instructors are rated using the same instrument. For such “team-taught” courses, insufficient length of instructor exposure to students, and inconsistent time periods between times of presentation and rating also contribute to rating error. Error attributable to administration methods can be minimized by use of standardized instructions, given by a designated college specialist, who states the purpose and utility of the rating process while administering the scales at regular end-of-instruction times for all courses.

Common Rating Error Effects

At least five kinds of rating effects may cause rating errors. The term “Halo effect” is applied to situations in which specific ratings are not based on observation of relevant performance but upon some antecedent experiences.

Table I. Rating scale content for ten dimensions of pharmacy teaching in three environments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Teaching dimensions</th>
<th>Classroom</th>
<th>Laboratory</th>
<th>Practice</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Teaching ability—Lecture</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Teaching ability—Laboratory</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Teaching ability—Experiential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Course organization</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Selection and use of media</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Student performance evaluation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Student-instructor interaction</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Workload/course difficulty</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Enthusiasm/motivation</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Knowledge of subject area</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Reference #1.

---

1. Formative evaluation refers to evaluation of a process or product to provide feedback for the purpose of making possible mid-process refinements or improvements.
2. Summative evaluation is conducted to examine the quality or impact of a final, completed process or product.
or attitudes(14). This effect typically occurs when impressions of successful performance in one area are translated to overrating in another. The opposite, “Reverse halo effect,” may occur when students are predisposed to issuing a low instructor performance rating in one area because they may have unfavorable attitudes about another, e.g., about the “department’s reputation.” “Leniency effect” has been reported as contributing to rating error, as has its opposite, “Harshness (or strictness) effect”(15). These effects explain consistently high, or low, ratings without regard for differences in the particular performance being rated. Students may feel compelled to rate their instructors highly or they may have a perception that giving low ratings would reflect negatively on them personally, relating to their learning effort or instructor-perceived ability. Giving consistently low ratings, when not based on valid comparative criteria, might be driven by a student’s belief in “instructional rigor” or by motivational effects. Instructors have also observed evidence of the “Central tendency effect,” resulting in neither high or low ratings based on performance, but on the tendency to provide middle-of-the-scale ratings(16,17). Such a rating approach may be supported by student fears that low, or high, ratings might require additional justification, or that low ratings might interfere with an instructor’s personal professional relationship with students. Appropriate standardized instructions to student raters can minimize such common rating error effects.

Errors in Data Implementation

Some academic administrators may feel uncomfortable when giving feedback to employee-colleagues(18,19). Perhaps such supervisors fear using and interpreting instructional performance data because they lack management training or experience, or because they do not consider the rating scales (or indeed the entire faculty performance evaluation process) to be objective, thus devaluing both the data and the process. Errors may manifest themselves in incomplete or erroneous feedback, or lack of any useful feedback at all. Part of the developmental process for inexperienced administrators should include training in provision of performance feedback, using reliable and valid performance data.

SUMMARY

The challenge to reduce error occurs for instructors, departmental peers, departmental administrators, deans and campus instructional and evaluation services alike. Instructors’ inherent interest in self-improvement requires that formative teaching performance feedback be reliable, valid and confidential. Faculty peers benefit from enhanced objectivity in their mentoring of colleagues. Departmental and college administrators require performance measures which meet professional and legal standards for validity and reliability. University service agencies involved in supervision and administration of the instructional evaluation process exist to provide the most reliable and valid measures possible. Emphasis on “publish or perish” demands quality calibration in “bench” and social science research processes. Perhaps a balanced emphasis, respecting a “teach or perish” paradigm, might enhance emphasis on accuracy in measurement and evaluation of the instructional process. The teaching landscape is ever-changing. Well-developed measures of ability to teach may, where problem-solving or other “new” instructional approaches are in place, require modification of rating systems to reflect a broader continuum of teaching attributes in all contemporary teaching modes.
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